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Description 

Many on-going projects were affected during the pandemic, requiring changes to our design 
teams’ traditional workflows. Keeping all teams connected and motivated while social distancing 
has been an enormous challenge for our industry. Autodesk Construction Cloud has evolved to 
provide the greatest efficiency for cloud collaboration and team integration. In this class, 
attendees will learn how to use Revit Cloud Worksharing applying a standardized workflow that’s 
easy to understand and effective for fast-track projects, including project creation, worksharing 
process, and publish settings. With this workflow, we’ve been able to reduce communication lags, 
avoid local server failures, and optimize the sync process of our models by up to 50% compared 
to the traditional local server workflow. 

 

Speakers  

 
Daniela is a Lean Construction and BIM oriented Architect currently working 
at Hermosillo, one of the biggest General Contractors in Mexico. In her 
current BIM/ VDC Manager role, she is responsible for developing, 
implementing, and reinforcing VDC strategies and technologies within the 
design and construction teams of the company. Along with her teammates 
she’s currently working on leveraging the company’s workflows and the BIM 
standards they have developed for the past 5 years. She constantly 
supports people, collaboration, and the transformation process. 

Learning Objectives 

• Learn how to implement a functional cloud-based workflow for your project's design 
development.  

• Learn how to enhance your team's collaboration process through Revit Cloud 
Worksharing and ACC’s available tools. 

• Learn how to collaborate with teams outside your company by synching, 
publishing, and sharing design deliverables.  

• Learn how to communicate and solve your project's design issues with ACC. 
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Arturo is an experienced MSC MBA Architect with 10 years of experience in 
the AEC industry, he has collaborated in design-build projects of up to 
45,000 sqm. Currently a BIM/VDC Manager at Hermosillo, one of the 
biggest General Contractors in Mexico with over 55 years of experience in 
projects all over the country. Arturo has a multidisciplinary background and 
has studied in the United Kingdom, Germany, and Mexico, focusing on 
sustainable architecture, energy efficiency, high-rise buildings, BIM/VDC, 
innovation and project management. 
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Cloud-based workflows for design development  
 

This instructional demo will showcase how Hermosillo, a General Contractor was driven to 
implement cloud-based models with BIM Collaborate Pro and Revit Cloud Worksharing in the 
middle of the current COVID-19 global pandemic with many ongoing projects. Achieving a 
successful collaboration between teams outside our company, including clients, we’ll go through 
the workflow that best adapted to our design and construction management strategies.  
 
From the BIM/VDC Manager’s perspective, we’ll talk about the challenges we went through as 
social distancing became mandatory. We’ll show the basics such as ACC’s project creation, 
worksharing a model, and the use of markups and issues.  
 

AEC Industry Context  
 
Historically the AEC industry has underperformed for the past two decades, having the lowest 
productivity rates and investment percentages regarding digital transformation in comparison to 
other industries. According to Mckinsey’s 2020 The next new normal in construction, this global 
pandemic has been an important catalyst for our industry’s digital transformation acceleration.  
 
The main goals of digital transformation can be summarized into the following:  
 

o Increase teams’ productivity  
o Achieve a high-level collaboration  
o Meet the clients’ requirements 
o Reduce company’s capital investment 

 

  
 

Cloud-hybrid into a fully cloud-based deployment 

 
In order to stay competitive as a General Contractor, digital transformation must be a priority 
within our processes. With SaaS deployment, we’ve been able to transition from a local 
infrastructure connection into a hybrid deployment during the pandemic with a long-term goal to 
full on-cloud design development. 
 

Fast-track projects  
 
There are many project delivery methods and strategies regarding design and 
construction projects, each of them involves different levels of complexity. This 

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Capital%20Projects%20and%20Infrastructure/Our%20Insights/The%20next%20normal%20in%20construction/executive-summary_the-next-normal-in-construction.pdf
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instructional demo is based on several ongoing fast-track projects that transitioned from 
local-server design management into full on-cloud management during the pandemic. 
 
The purpose of fast-track is to reduce the project’s execution time by overlapping all 
phases. What interests us the most in this class, is that the construction phase starts 
before the design development is finished, so there’s no room for slack or delays. This 
requires a great amount of coordination between architects, engineers, on-site teams, 
and clients. 

 

 
 

Conventional project vs fast-track project  

 
Adding remote working and social distancing to the equation increased the projects’ 
challenge. To make this work, we understood that any software, platform, or tool had to 
enhance our current workflows, not change them. In our case, we were already using 
BIM 360 and Revit, but we were still in a cloud hybrid implementation phase. We already 
had the required software and the cloud management system, the only thing missing 
was accelerating our complete on-cloud deployment.  
 

Traditional design workflow vs on-cloud  
 

Our design workflow consists in developing Revit models for each discipline using 
central models within a local server. This way, the involved members can collaborate in 
the same network as the project's timeline progresses.  
 
With this strategy, the co-location of the Architects is necessary and usually works 
seamlessly. However, we regularly work with engineers outside our company during the 
design development phase. The disadvantage with this workflow is that external project 
members couldn't collaborate on the same model and project. So, we were only partially 
collaborating, and the information transfer was still slow and inefficient. 
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Worksharing on local server traditionally vs remote worksharing 

 
Once remote work started, we implemented immediate solutions such as VPNs and 
remote desktops. It was very functional; however, many server connection failures 
existed, and the models' synching process was slow and interrupted. This created 
problems among our architects, clients, and on-site teams resulting in an even more 
inefficient workflow. 
  
It was clear that we needed to implement a standardized on-cloud workflow for design 
development, where all project members, including clients, could review the most up-to-
date information. 

 

 
 

Worksharing on-cloud server 

 
  

With BIM Collaborate Pro, our Architects would be able to work on Autodesk's 
Construction Cloud server and collaborate with all the involved project teams. 
Additionally, project members could edit, synchronize, and publish design information in 
real-time, reducing communication lags, and avoiding local server failures as we initially 
did.  
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Enhancing your collaboration workflows   
 

To start our on-cloud design development, we needed to explore BIM Collaborate Pro’s most 
efficient workflow for fast-track projects. As the pandemic evolved, we had limited time to 
implement all the possible workflows in different projects.  
 
Due to our experience, with BIM 360 Design before the pandemic, we had a clear idea of the 
management work Design Collaboration's complete process involved. With this, we were able to 
choose the workflow that adapted to our Architects, engineers, external members, and the 
project delivery strategy. 
 

BIM Collaborate Pro  
 

Before diving into the possible workflows for on-cloud design development, we need to 
understand what BIM Collaborate Pro is and its main purpose. Collaborate Pro is the 
newest version of BIM 360’s Design Collaboration license. This new generation intends 
to work with ACC’s Docs environment. 

  
The license consists of two main elements. First, Cloud Worksharing for Revit, or AEC 
Collection licenses, and secondly, the Design Collaboration cloud license for your ACC 
hub. Although they complement each other, it’s relevant to mention that Revit Cloud 
Worksharing doesn’t necessarily depend on Design Collaboration’s module. 
 

 
 

BIM Collaborate Pro for on-cloud development 

 

The chosen workflow  
 
Collaborate Pro has four possible workflows you can implement according to your 
objectives. Each one has different levels of control and requires full knowledge of Revit 
and Docs basic collaboration workflows. It’s important to mention that the following, 
necessarily needs a Revit or AEC Collection license, a BIM Collaborate Pro license and 
a BIM 360 or ACC project.  
Workflows to consider for Collaborate Pro: 
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Workflow scenario  Level of control Design collab module 

Live linking with teams Low – medium control Not required 

Live linking with no teams Low control Not Required 

Linking to published models Medium control Required 

Publishing and linking to 
consumed models  

High control Required 

 
BIM Collaborate Pro possible workflows 

 
Live linking with teams was the chosen workflow due to our fast-track strategy and 
project timeline. With this scenario, ACC’s Design Collab module is not a requirement for 
it to work out, just employing Revit Cloud Worksharing, Docs repository, folder, and 
permissions control we were able to optimize the sync process of our models by up to 
50% compared to the traditional local server (remote) workflow with our Architects, 
engineers outside our company and clients.  
 
 

  
 
Proposed live linking with teams workflow 

 
 
 

Cloud-based models and ACC introduction  
 

As a company, you need to establish a long-term plan regarding the transition from BIM 360 to 
ACC platform. Most of us started with BIM 360 and have both licensing and project 
administration there. The following steps are directed to account admin and project admin roles 
within ACC platform. If you’re familiar with BIM 360, ACC’s interphase is just as intuitive, and all 
actions have the same purpose.  
 

Docs viewer 
tools! 

ACC’s Docs 
cloud repository! 
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Let’s start doing remote the right way!  
 

o If you’re logged into your BIM 360 hub, go to the account admin page, and select go 
to unified projects to create your ACC project.  

 

 
 

BIM 360 account hub administration 

 
o Go to your ACC account admin page and create a new project. You’ll be able to 

access your projects according to the type/ platform it was originally created. The 
great news is that your BIM 360 past projects will always be available and safe 
regardless the location.  
 

 
 

ACC account hub administration 
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o Next, fill out all the project’s information: name, number, account, project type, 
template (if applies), address, time zone, start and finish dates and finally project 
value.  
 
 

 
 

ACC project creation 

 
o In this case, we’re not selecting a template, so we can further see the folder/ teams’ 

creation according to each project’s needs. Once you’ve standardized your workflow 
you can create a template and use it for new projects.  

 
o When you’re finished with the required information you can finish creating your 

project and proceed to add members.  
 
 

Members and roles  
 

o Add all the involved members to your project. Your BIM 360’s account hub directory 
will available according to company and email.  
 

o Assign project members a company and role. It’s important to assign the project 
member option to members outside your company, as well as the rest of the 
members that only need to access project folders.   
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Add project members  

 
o Now, you must assign the products each member is going to use. ACC’s main 

repository is the Docs module, so by default all members will have access to Insight 
and Docs.  
 

 

 
 

Assign products to members 

 
 

o In case you’re implementing the complete Design Collaboration workflow, you must 
assign it to the required members. Revit Cloud Worksharing can work without Design 
Collaboration, so in our case we only activated Docs.  
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Assign project roles to members 

 
o Once all members are added, you’ll be able to assign a role and verify the selected 

company. Your BIM 360 roles will also be available on ACC, this step is necessary 
for the folders permission we’ll assign further on.  

 
 

Folders and permissions 
 

o We’re all set!  we can start creating the project’s folder structure/ teams. Go to Docs 
by selecting the module selector in the project admin page. 
 

ACC Docs module 
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o In Docs you’ll find all default sections such as, files, reviews, transmittals, issues, 
reports, members, and settings.   

 

 
Docs main models’ folders 

 
o Create folders according to the project’s disciplines. In this example we’re going to 

create civil, architectural, structural, HVAC, FPS and FAS.  
 

o If the project’s also going to be used for the construction’s phase document 
management, you should create a main Revit Models folder and the required folders/ 
teams’ subfolders.   

 

 
 

Docs sub-folders/ teams’ creation 
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o For each folder, select the permissions option. Add all the roles you previously 
assigned to the project members and set the level of permissions according to each 
team.  

 

 
 

Add folders/ teams’ permissions by role 

 
 
o There are six different permission levels that will automatically update with Revit 

cloud models and Workshared models.  
 

 
 

Add folders/ teams’ permissions by role 
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o Permissions: 
▪ View only  
▪ View + download 
▪ View + download + publish markups 
▪ View + download + publish markups + upload 
▪ View + download + publish markups + upload + edit 
▪ Full folder administration 

 
o The owner and co-owner of each folder must have the fifth permission option, this 

will allow them to publish, edit and synchronize their models.  
 
Now that your ACC’s project setup is finished, we’re ready to jump into Revit, let’s go! 
 

 

Collaborating with teams outside your company  
 

In order to workshare a Revit model on-the cloud it’s essential for the required members to have 
a BIM Collaborate Pro license. Your license administrator must access your company’s 
Autodesk Account and assign the license. This step is very simple if you’re setting it for your 
own company members.  
 

Don’t forget to BYOS 
 

With BYOS members from outside your company can work on central models in your 
ACC project with their own Collaborate Pro license. This way the hub owner is not 
responsible for purchasing external member’s license. The ACC’s account admin must 
add outside members, company and roles to the project as previously seen.  

 

 
 

Autodesk account license administration  
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Revit Models  
 

o First, you must establish the Revit version of the project in your BIM Execution Plan. 
Once this is clear, open your local Revit Model. 
 

o Save the 3D View you want to publish in your project. Next, go to Collaborate tab, 
create a new set with your 3D view and save your publish settings. Only the saved 
sets will be published in your Docs folder. In this step we’re not publishing any 
sheets/ drawings yet.  
 

 

 
 

Save Revit sets and publish settings  

 
 

o There are two options to publish models in Docs. The first one is saving it as a cloud 
model, with this option only the model’s owner will be able to edit and update it. This 
is not a workshared model.  
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Save Revit file as cloud model  

 
 

o The other option is to workshare a model with multiple team members to edit, 
synchronize and publish latest changes.  

 
o This is where Collaborate Pro and Revit Cloud Worksharing enters the equation. 

After your model is saved as a cloud model, select the Collaborate option. If your 
license is assigned properly, you’ll have the option to collaborate in BIM 360 / ACC.  

 
 

 
 

Collaborate in BIM 360 / ACC environment  
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o Select your hub, your ACC project and finally your teams’ folder. Now, you can 
initiate your model’s on-cloud collaboration process.  

 

 
 

Initiate on-cloud collaboration process 

 
o Once the process is completed, you can go to your cloud project and verify your 

model has been published correctly. It’s important to know that while your 
worksharing a model and publishing latest updates, a new version of the model will 
appear in your folder. 

 
 

 
 

Your workshared model has been published in Docs folder 
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o Now, other team members such as reviewers, on-site teams and clients can open 
the model from Docs’ viewer.  

 

 
 

Workshared model in Docs viewer 

 
 

Synchronize, link cloud models, and publish latest   
 

o Now, your team can open the workshared model directly from Revit and start to 
collaborate. While you’re working on a workshared model, you must synchronize with 
central so your team can see the model’s latest changes. 
 

 
 

Edit your workshared model and synchronize with central 
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o Simultaneously, your team can reload the latest changes you’ve just synchronized 
with central.  

 

 
 

Reload latest changes from your team 
 

o You can link models the same way you do within your local network. In this case, 
we’re going to link them within our Docs folders. With the previously established 
permissions, we’re able to link another team’s model; however, we will not be able to 
edit it due authoring permissions.  
 

 
 

Link cloud models to your workshared models 
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o In this example, we’re linking the topographic model that was previously published in 
Docs by the folder’s owner. The path will be saved as a cloud type and every time 
newer version is published, you must reload to see changes. 
 

 

 
 

Link models directly from Docs folders 

 
 

o As you keep linking and updating workshared models, publish your design sets 
according to your BEP’s established dates, so reviewers, clients and on-site teams 
can see the most up-to-date design information.  
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Save a new set with sheets and views 

 
 

o After you create a new set, you must publish the latest version to Docs. Go to 
manage cloud models, open your project, and you’ll be able to see all your 
workshared models. Select the desired model and publish the latest version. Another 
window will emerge to confirm this action.  

 

 
 

Publish latest version of your workshared models 
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o Go to your Docs folder and verify your Revit set has been published correctly. You’ll 

see the sheets and 3D views are available to project members.  
 
 

 
 

Revit 3D views and sheets in Docs 

 
 
o Now, on-site teams and clients can open the drawings directly form the platform and 

start using Docs tools for reviews.  
 

 
 

View drawings and start using markups and issues 
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Communicating design issues and keeping all teams involved 
 

Construction cloud tools 
 
The on-cloud collaboration process doesn’t finish with updating and publishing your drawing 
sets. The platform’s tools will help you communicate all issues within the same project in-real 
time. The importance of your project’s folder structure, roles, and permissions rely on how the 
project’s going to be managed during the whole lifecycle. Don’t forget that with fast-track, all 
phases overlap, so having the latest version available for all members is crucial for the project’s 
success.  
 

Levels of control  
 
It’s important to mention that you must establish different levels of control within your 
project. For instance, design reviewers such as Architects and design project managers 
can access Revit models through cloud collaboration. On the other hand, members who 
aren’t involved in design development in Revit can review 3D views and drawings right 
from the cloud project and make markups and issues. 
 

Markups and issues  
 
According to design deliveries, project members can start using the markups tool to 
make any observations, highlight changes and create redlines. The platform allows us to 
have the transparency the markup’s author; however, architects and engineers will not 
get a notification of when a markup has been done to drawings. For that, we recommend 
using markups along with issues to relate items and keep track of project indicators.  
 

 
 

Use markups and issues to keep track of design development  
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Insight and risk management 
 
A project’s performance can be measured with different indicators during each phase. 
Focusing on design development and cloud collaboration with ACC, we can obtain 
indicators such as type of issues, root causes, RFIs, submittals, and each company’s 
behavior. With ACC’s Insight dashboards, you can detect any risk related to design 
development and construction management. Additionally, construction IQ will 
automatically provide your project’s health on-real time and with the most up-to date 
information.  
 

 
 

Keep track of your project’s health with Insight dashboards 

 
 

Start your on-cloud transition today! 

 
As we’ve seen, our industry was positively affected by the global pandemic regarding digital 
transformation. Being one of the biggest ecosystems within all industries, we must emerge from 
this global pandemic more productive and efficient than ever. For us, completing the transition 
from a hybrid-cloud to a full on-cloud deployment meant everything this year. Going through 
challenges such as implementing new workflows and tools for our teams, made us regain our 
strength and confidence during design and construction phases.   
 
This instructional demo is based on a real-life story, so if you’re beginning your journey and feel 
overwhelmed, don’t stop! the benefits from digitalization are bigger than any challenge you may 
encounter. There’s no wrong or right workflow for Collaborate Pro, it’s flexibility will allow your 
company to make the most out of Revit cloud worksharing and Construction Cloud’s tools, it all 
depends on the type of project, timeline and involved teams.  
 
We’ve reached the end; we hope you found this class useful.  
 
See you next time! 


